  - A child is imagining what would happen if the moon could talk.

  - A young bunny says good night to everything in its room.

  - One by one, members of a bear family go to sleep for the winter.

  - A father tells his son as he is going to sleep how he can dream.

Medearis, Angela Shelf. *Snug in Mama’s Arms*. Pictures by John Stanford.
  - The story deals with a mother trying to put a child to sleep like other mothers on Earth.

  - A boy gets ready for bed while hamsters tour his bedroom and bathroom.
- The zoo animals follow the zoo keeper home to bed, and the wife brings them back to the zoo.

- Little Bear can’t sleep because he is afraid of the dark.

- Susan doesn’t want to sleep in her bed but in her parents’ bed.

- The book is about where things sleep.